
42 MANSFIELD AVENUE

Calendar No. 8-2021

Variance Hearing

July 14, 202



PURPOSE OF OUR APPLICATION

• Asking for variance approval under Section 406 for two of our property lines:

• Side Variance along border with 5 Highland Avenue of 6.6 feet in lieu of the 10 required

• Front Variance along Highland Avenue of 24 feet in lieu of the 30 required

• We are seeking these variances in order to:

• renovate the kitchen

• improve the main door access to the house on Highland Avenue



PRINCIPAL POINTS BASED UPON 
+ LAND HARDSHIPS 

The property has several challenges that require creative solutions to 
make these improvements:

1) The property has three front property lines given its unique position on two 
corners:

• Three Fronts – Mansfield, Highland & Sedgwick Avenues

• One Side – border with 5 Highland Avenue- of note this is our narrowest buildable space

2) The slope of the property is not conducive to an expansion toward both 
Mansfield and Sedgwick Avenues

3) The property has substantial ledge – half of the house is built on it

4) Driving access to the property is only possible from Highland Avenue



CURRENT MAIN ENTRANCE ON 
HIGHLAND AVENUE



PROPOSED ADDITION #1

• Moving the Highland entrance to 
between the house and existing 
garage providing a covered 
porch entry that opens into a 
mudroom space that stretches 
slightly over 20 feet along the 
length of the garage. 

• Building this space attached to 
the garage requires us to seek 
the Side Variance as the existing 
garage is 6.6 feet from the 
property line in lieu of the 10 
feet required. 



PROPOSED ADDITION #1



PROPOSED ADDITION #1 - IMPACTS

1) Moving the entry to the house to opposite the hot cooking tools will improve 
safety.

2) This addition will require us to move the air conditioning units to behind the 
current garage as noted on the plans where we have placed them within the set-
back requirements. We have consulted our heating and cooling company about 
these moves.

3) This proposed space will include a door to the backyard and we will add some 
additional patio and hardscaping to incorporate it.  

4) The new entry space will also include an interior doorway to our living room 
enhancing the flow of the house tremendously.



CURRENT HIGHLAND AVENUE 
ELEVATION



PROPOSED ADDITION #2

• The kitchen renovation would leverage the space created by our request for 
a Front Variance along Highland Avenue of 24 feet in lieu of the 30 required.

• The current mudroom sits a little over five (5) feet over the current 
setback line and was built prior to 1930 when zoning guidelines were put 
in place.   

• We are proposing extending that current space along the Highland side of 
the house from 7 feet to 16 feet which will provide:

Internally

• Ideal space to house the stove and ovens and a run of countertop 

Externally
• An improved Highland Avenue side elevation

• Improved structural proportions given the existing structure is not sized 
optimally

• An opportunity to greenscape the Highland side of the house including the 
possible addition of an apple tree in honor of the 1900 land usage



PROPOSED ADDITION #2



PROPOSED ADDITION #2 - IMPACTS

1) These changes give us the opportunity  to amend the current driveway to create a 
safer street by getting cars off Highland.  

2) We propose widening the driveway to twenty (20) feet, taking it from its current 
east margin toward Mansfield and have it approach the house stopping three (3) feet 
before the proposed and current Highland structure begins.  

3) We would greenscape this space as well.



ALTERNATIVES INVESTIGATED 
+ THEIR POTENTIAL IMPACTS

• The main alternative during years of ideating focused on the main buildable 
land we had….the Highland side of the property.

• The lead idea was adding a larger addition on the Highland side of the house, 
one that would extend another ten feet over the setback requiring a 
substantial variance and orientate the main door on Highland.  

• In addition to the greater building volume this would have added to the 
Highland side of the house, it would have also added more people traffic + 
activity with little coverage on Highland that would potentially not been as 
pleasing to our neighbors.  

• Finally, pursing this alternative would not have allowed us to provide relief to 
the on curb parking that we now have the opportunity to resolve.



CREATING A HOME FOR THE 
NEXT 120 YEARS

• This is the first time a Zoning Appeal has been filed for the house in its history

• It is the house’s history that is of utmost importance to us therefore the 
building proposal will include several bespoke elements:

1) Continuing the fieldstone base of the house along the proposed Highland addition 
improving it from the current wood base that exists and using a roofline that is in line 
with the house

2) Adding a new door entry that is covered with rooflines that are in line with current 
and with the fieldstone being used along that base as well

3) Proposed plantings that reflect the house’s history (i.e. the potential apple tree)

4) Bringing a portion of the fieldstone chimney inside the new entryway which will be 
built around it giving this iconic piece of our house a new life



NEIGHBORS + NEIGHBORHOOD

• The proposed new entry way is tucked between the garage and house as we worked 
to make the project smaller and more mindful with less impact on neighbors 
from Highland street view.

• Easing volume on Highland.  The proposed expanded driveway will create a 
more easily passable and safer Highland Avenue whether one is driving, on foot or 
bike or whether it is a two foot or four pawed neighbor or visitor traveling by.

• We will be seizing opportunities to improve drainage efficiencies during the 
building process including adding plantings that like water.  For example, moisture 
tolerant plants native to Connecticut that we could deploy include Nannyberry, 
Shadblow and Buttonbush.



CONCLUSION

• With this creative and mindful proposal we have brought forth a plan that calls for the 
minimum adjustment necessary to update the house for modern family living – it 
only increases our coverage to 13.1% from 12.02%.  

• It is a plan that will highlight and celebrate the history of the house while 
modernizing it. 

• It is a plan that considers how the house impacts the neighborhood, our 
neighbors as well as daily visitors to our street.  

• It is a plan that improves family life today and tomorrow for families that care 
for this house after us.  



THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
CONSIDERATION


